How to use Feedback:

There has always been a desire to engage employees,
and to shape culture. Right now, more than ever, we
must engage employees where they are — which is
working from home.

environment, while also juggling new norms in their
personal lives (i.e. children, spouse, etc.).

tools in a meaningful way to bolster spirits and
reengage teams?
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What does it
look like?
Whether you are trying to ensure that employees

What is it that you want your employees to know?
What is it that you want your employees to feel?
3. What is it that you want your employees to do?

are aware of an employee assistance program or are
assessing how they are managing their workload from
home, it’s important to gather and understand every
single feedback moment.

campaigns, alignment across departments, and knowing what
receiving employee feedback. From there, you can leverage
this data to drive employees to the content sources within
their digital workspaces.
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Four types of
dialogue

“I’m going to throw something out to you, and I want you
to experience it. I want you to tell me what you think.”

Before you can request feedback from your employees,
feel, and do. This will inform and drive your strategy to
connect and collaborate with your employees.

This is higher up the chain of engagement.

The following 4 types of dialogue act as a guideline

“I’m going to throw out a topic and you jump in.

purpose, it’s a great opportunity to use tools like surveys
commitment. Results from this form of dialogue invite
employees to share their stories and can help shape
where employees stand.

the content going forward.

“Rate or rank this.”

“Give us your insights to help drive a strategy.”

Four types of Feedback

Rank or rate

Experience

Topic-focused

Insight to drive strategy

Bring focus

Feedback, comments

Input & concerns

Input, ideas & improvement,

Manage complexity

Commitment

Opinions

Tools included
Survey

Surveys
Emails

Summits, storytelling,
Learning sessions
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customers who have engaged in various stages of the
four types of dialogue.

a survey or a poll.

at work.
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in an experience and then share their opinion.
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This might sound something like “I will throw out a topic,
and I want you jump in.”
This can help you manage complexity because it gets you
employee input and concerns.

insights to involving employees in a discussion about
key processes, such as performance management.
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and earns the highest levels of employee commitment.
This sounds like “Give your insights to help us drive strategy.”
improvement, and shaping of programs.

The co-create dialogue approach can leverage frontline

varied levels of tenure and seniority to shape a strategy.
are doing well from a performance standpoint to understand
which cultural elements are enabling their success.

the form of a playbook, and replicate it across all teams.
They next collect data through exclusive polls, surveys,
pulses and ideas, leveraging insights from a highly engaged
segment of their workforce.
Finally, they “package it” and share it enterprise-wide for
consistency and aligned across all business units and teams,
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The solution
Software that shapes employee experience and drives

Achievers Feedback brings your company values,

engagement by seamlessly integrating with the tools

rewards programs, and employee achievements

your employees use every day. Feedback is a digital

to life every day.

communications toolkit of surveys, forms, polls, quizzes,
pulses — a secure and powerful way for organizations to
engage, educate, and inform employees and drive them
to discover deeper content in their digital workspace.

www.achievers.com | 1.888.418.5972

Want to learn more? Visit Achievers.com/demo

